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It was supposed to be the standard mission. Evacuate the target from the city. Quick. Easy.

Uncomplicated. Of course, life never quite works out like that...Bear shifter Connor "Bravo" Lavine

knew that it was different the moment he saw her. She wasn't supposed to be there. His intelligence

report had said there was only one to rescue. But with the mysterious Agency closing in, he knew

he couldn't leave her to be killed simply for being at the wrong place at the wrong time. As a

Sentinel, a guardian sent to help protect King City, he couldn't let that happen, even if it meant

breaking the rules...Madison Rychel is a half-blood. Born of a shifter and a human coupling, she

possesses the blood of a shifter, but no powers. This combination has left her unable to live among

shifters, and constantly feeling out of place with humans. With no friends and only her father as

company, everything changes when a masked man with blue eyes shows up at her door and drags

her into a world of death, danger, and betrayal. Madison finds herself feeling vibrant and alive for

the first time, especially with the big sexy Sentinel at her side. She can't get him off her mind, even

as the pair race to get her to safety. When a mole in their group exposes both Connor and Madison,

she finds herself alone, cut off from the man she cares for.But Madison isn't as helpless as she

seems, and her bond with Connor is stronger than either of them know. Betrayed and alone, the pair

must fight for their survival, and for each other. This is a standalone novel, with NO cliffhanger.
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I received this for a honest review. I just love the books concerning the characters of Genesis

Valley. We have met some many amazing characters Now here we see a new series spring up

concerning Genesis Valley.Connor wants to help other shifters. He is working hard to save them

from something called The Agency. The Agency is an evil organization. The Agency wants to

eliminate the shifter race and give humans the perks that shifter have. The passion that Connor has

to help his race is amazing. He puts his self on the line for the cause. He would lay down his life if

need be if it meant saving another shifter. He is brave and so courageous.I did get tickled when

Connor laid eyes on Maddy. I almost believed his heart skipped a beat and the surprise that he

must of felt to see that she was the daughter of one of the shifters they were suppose to

save.Maddy felt lost. She felt she did not belong. She was going thru life hoping to fit in. She was

suppose to be looking for a job but her father did not understand the challenges that she faced on a

daily bases. Now Maddy even though she was part shifter could not shift. No one really knew why

some of the female shifters did not shift but that is just the way it was.Connor will find out that

Maddy is so hard headed. She is falling for Connor. The problem is Connor does not have plan

giving up what he is doing and going back to Genesis Valley and it is to dangerous for Maddy to

stay with him. They are at a cross road and it is killing them both that it has to be this way.There is a

mole in in the group that Connor is working for. Seems like the Agency is always a step a head and

knows every more they are getting ready to make. Connor is determined to get to the bottom of

things and find out who the mole is.This is a great story and there are a few surprises a long the

way.

Maddy and Connor was a brillant shifter book. I was so not the ordinary story that I never wanted to

put it down. Maddy was what I call a half breed not shifter but not human either who ultimately

ending up taking some serums that the Agency produced and became not only a full shifter but a

more powerful shifter than even the Sentinel. Connor is such a stong Sentinel of a shifter and is

always putting his life in danger for the greater good. What I love most about Connor, he wasn't

intimidated by the power that Maddy can into. He embraced it and helped her control it

Connor Levine, code name "BRAVO" is a sentinel bear sent to King City to help the Underground



get shifter out of the city and to safety away from the Agnecy that is using them to extract their blood

and make a serum to enhance the shifter/human population. Of course, the process kills the shifter

and drains their blood, so the Underground was born.Madison Rychel is caught in the cross hairs

when her father a full blooded shifter is targeted to be moved by the Underground. What follows is a

wonderful, fast paced, exciting and thoroughly engaging story. I don't think you will want to miss it.

Please read it and take the fast track to finding out how and who is leaking information to the

enemy. See what happens to Madison as a result of her impetuous decision to stay behind to help

Connor.I loved this one.

Connor and Madison are great characters who work together to bring the story to life. The fight

scenes and the sex are well written. Connor is a warrior bear shifter who get shifters out of the city.

An evil group, however, are turning humans into half breeds, like Madison, to fight shifters because

they are stronger than the shifters. But, to make this rogue army they use all of a shifer's blood and

killing them. This group wants to kill all the shifters. This is a book that has a great plot and

romance.

Instead of going into a synopsis of the plot and storyline, let me tell you why I love this book...My 2

big criteria for a great author are: world building and do I want to know more about the

characters/story. Well, Amelia Jade meets both of those criteria in a big way. I was pulled into her

world of Genesis Valley/King City and all their inhabitants. She created a world within the pages of

her books that pull me in and adds so much authenticity to her books, that I have to wonder what

city she based King City off of. Her attention to detail is one of the things that gives her world its

believability. As an English teacher, I have taught student that they need to suspend disbelief when

reading fiction so that they can immerse themselves in the world of their book. With Amelia's books,

there is no need for that suspension, her books draw the reader in and keep them coming back for

more. I am the type of reader who wants to know all about the characters in the books I read - even

characters that do not figure prominently in past book - only mentioned in passing. I want to read

their stories and know what makes them tick (a HEA is also good too). Amelia has done this in

spades. We learn about Connor, what makes him tick, and how he works. We learn about Madison

and we get to watch her bloom. WE are introduced to new characters and I am hopeful that we will

continue to see how these characters evolve and weave their stories into the fabric of the Genesis

Valley Crews and King City sifters.I highly recommend these book to anyone who wants to immerse

themselves into another world.
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